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Red supergiant (RSG) stars have been confirmed as the progenitors of the majority of hydrogenrich type II supernovae (SNeII). However, while RSGs are observed
with masses >25msun, detections of SNe~II progenitors >18msun have remained elusive. RSGs are also expected to form at all metallicities, but given the historical
galaxytargeted nature of past SN surveys, in addition to the low amount of total starformation within lowluminosity galaxies (leading to a low SN rate),
discoveries of explosions from such lowabundance progenitors are also scarce. Here, we report observations of the SN CSS140925:223344062208, aka CSP14acu, a
SNII, for which we infer a progenitor metallicity of ~0.1Zsun and a Zero Age MainSequence (ZAMS) mass of >20Msun. CSP14acu displays a relatively normal light
curve morphology together with the typical Balmer lines usually observed in SNeII, implying a RSG progenitor. However, there is a clear lack of strong spectral lines
originating from heavier elements such as iron. Comparison to spectral models confirm a progenitor metallicity of ~0.1Zsun or lower. This is consistent with
observations of the host galaxy that constrain its absolute magnitude to be the lowest of any SNII host todate, implying significantly subsolar metallicity. At late
phases CSP14acu also shows unique features among SNeII. [OI] 6300,6364 A is much stronger with respect to Halpha and [CaII] 7291,7323 A than all known SNe~II.
Nebular hydrogen emission is also broader implying higher velocities for the outer core material. CSP14acu is thus constrained to have a helium core mass
produced by the explosion of an >20Msun initial mass progenitor. Why such a massive progenitor should also be related to such a low progenitor metallicity is
currently unknown.

Left: Absolute Vband light
curves of CSP14acu and the
comparison SNII sample (all
SNeII from the literature
with nebular spectra within
+50 days of that of
CSP14acu). While CSP14acu
is relatively bright, overall it
displays a normal SNII light
curve morphology. SN
colours and overall spectral
features (except the lack of
metal lines seen below) are
also consistent with a
typical SNII. This suggests
that the progenitor of
CSP14acu was most likely a
RSG star.

Right: Optical spectra of
CSP14acu and the
comparison SNII sample
around 50 days post
explosion. CSP14acu
displays the typical
Balmer lines observed in
SNeII, however there is a
clear lack of metal lines,
and in particular the
spectrum appears 'clean'
blue wards of Halpha.
The position of Fe 5018 A
is bracketed by dashed
vertical lines. This line
has been used as a proxy
of progenitor metallicity,
and is observed to be
much lower in CSP14acu
than all other comparison
SNe.

Left: A collapsed Vband
image created from a 2hr
MUSE integral field
observation of CSP14acu
and its surroundings. These
observations were used to a)
obtain a nebular spectrum
of CSP14acu, and b) search
for the host galaxy. 'SDSS
galaxy' marks the galaxy we
originally identified as the
host of CSP14acu. However,
the redshift (from the
extracted spectrum) is
inconsistent with the SN.
The position of the
identified host is indicated
in blue. This very faint
galaxy has an absolute r
band magnitude of 12: the
lowest todate of any SNII.

Right: Comparison of
the 57 day spectrum of
CSP14acu with a model
spectrum produced by
the explosion of a
0.1Zsun progenitor. The
similarity between the
observed and model
spectra is extremely
good, confirming the
lowprogenitor
metallicity nature of
CSP14acu. We also
show a 2Zsun model in
comparison to
SN2005dz, an explosion
of a likely higher
metallicity progenitor.

Left: Nebular spectra of
CSP14acu and the
comparison SNII sample, all
taken at ~400 days post
explosion. CSP14acu shows
significantly stronger [OI]
emission than all other SNe,
and the Halpha line is also
much broader. Both these
measurements imply that
CSP14acu arose from a
ZAMS progenitor >20Msun,
making it the most massive
progenitor todate for a
SNII.

Right: Nebularphase
measurements of
CSP14acu and the
comparison sample. On
the xaxis we plot the
ratio of the nebular phase
FWHM velocity of the H
alpha line to the same
velocity interpolated to 50
days post explosion. On
the yaxis we plot the
ratio of the integrated
oxygen to calcium
nebular line fluxes.
CSP14acu is a significant
outlier on this plot, and
its position on both axis
implies a higher mass
progenitor than the
comparison SNII sample.

Summary/conclusions

CSP14acu displays a normal lightcurve morphology for a SNII, but has unique features observed in both the photospheric and nebularphase spectra. These observations suggest that
CSP14acu is the lowest metallicity and highest mass progenitor yet observed for a SNII. Whether this high mass is related to the lowenvironment metallicity is not clear. However, this work
shows that there is previously unobserved diversity within SNII, the explanation of which could be constraining for understanding of SNII explosions, and high mass stellar evolution.
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